BOY SHOT DEAD; WATCHMAN IS HELD

Manslaughter Charge Against 64-Year-Old Man After Victim's Companions Declare He Fired Shot.

An unidentified boy about 12 years old, known to his playmates as "Julius" was shot and killed late Thursday afternoon while playing with some other boys on a pile of scrap leather near the plant of the Peabody and Howard streets.

The boy was playing with a watchman at the plant, who is alleged to have fired the shot following the Filipinos and police station on a charge of manslaughter, second degree.

CHILDREN HATED BY DYNAMITAD, NEIGHBORS SAY

Kehoe, Man Who Fired Blast, Killed 36 in Michigan. Was of Vinegar Type in Disaster - Who Found Safe.

Yes. Foster Eaton, R.A. scour-bred farmer: New up this school at Flats, Mich., killing 16 pupils and five adults. Eaton started a large explosion of dynamite that had been set in the school.

JAP PHYSICIAN ISOLATES GERM OF EYE DISEASE

On behalf of two meeting with the Association for the Study of Internal Medicine, Dr. K. H. Tomita, a Japanese physician, announced that he has been able to isolate the cause of the disease of the eye, which is known as onchocerciasis, or river blindness.

PARIS REPORTER FINDS MISSING OIL CASE MAN

A Paris reporter has been found the missing oil case man.

MISSING OIL CASE MAN FOUND

The body of the missing oil case man was found Wednesday in the woods near the outskirts of Paris.
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